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Stephen Hoffman

From: bakerleasing=yahoo.com@campaigns.mplatform.io on behalf of 
bakerleasing@yahoo.com

Sent: Sunday, August 29, 2021 7:23 PM
To: Irrchelp
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 

Aric Baker 
166 Crimm Rd 
Ford City , PA 16226-6706 
TEL: 7246644802 
Independent Regulatory Review Commission 
333 Market St 
14th Floor 
Harrisburg , PA 17101 

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) 

Dear : 

IRRC comments I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) 
urge the Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposaL I am an emission controls technician at the 
Keystone Generating facility located in Armstrong County ,PA where I have worked for almost 20 years.. I actually maintain and 
calibrate the equipment that is used to monitor all of the plants emissions, this equipment is used to tune the boilers making the 
plant operate at the highest level of efficiency possible while also reporting to the epa to ensure 100% compliance of all emission 
regulations. I’ve seen first hand the level of commitment and the money these plants have spent in recent years on striving to be 
good environmental stewards (1 billion dollars at Keystone alone in the last 20 years). It is very disheartening to see the 
governor impose this tax on my powerhouse that I proudly help operate and on the very same company that supports many of 
my friends and families by providing family sustaining income with both direct and indirect employment. I have been following 
this process from the beginning and actually volunteered to be part of the ongoing discussions throughout the process by being 
a voice for my fellow union members at various meetings including 2 with the governor and his staff. The governor promised us 
public input on this matter and is actually bound by law to have public hearings within in the areas directly impacted by his 
proposal, the governor has been personally invited several times to come and visit these state of the art plants and speak with 
the workers along with the impacted communities but to date has not done any of it. The Armstrong county school district, which 
is where I reside, pay taxes and my children attend school is already deemed poverty level without the added economic 
devastation that will come with the RGGI tax which will cause the closure of these plants resulting in a direct loss of over a half 
million dollars of tax revenue for the school district from keystone power plant alone. The outfall from these generating stations 
shuttering is immeasurable due to the fact of the untold number of ancillary jobs and companies which they support. Knowing 
that the actual environmental benefit from this will be negligible due to the fact the lost generation in PA will be picked up by 
fossil fuel plants in neighboring states who do not participate in the RGGI program thus causing “leakage”. This leakage issue is 
not just a theory but is actually guaranteed to happen due to the fact that the pjm interconnection requires fossil fuel generation 
for real reactive power during load swings and that voltage regulation can only be achieved by fossil fuel generators. This has 
been proven over and over again thru the years, so without large baseloading plants available to modulate and regulate the grid 
will fail, welcome to California except here it will be devastating during sub zero temperatures when cities go black. The true 
fallacy of the leakage issue is the fact that the plants in Ohio and WV which will become those baseloading plants ,some of 
which were slated for closure, actually operate at a higher heat rate thus they will create more CO2 to generate the same 
amount of electricity. There is a reason that the plants still in operation in PA are still operating, they are the best of the best, 
most efficient and most reliable. So ask yourself, are we saving the planet by causing the closure of world class plants 
prematurely only to have less advanced plants run more? . Also something that is not known widely or advertised is the fact that 
these plants along with the waste coal plants are helping clean up ground water by burning refuse coal that has been reclamed 
from spoils piles left from old mining operations, if these plants shutter the cost of cleaning up these refuse piles will fall on the 
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government and taxpayers. Because of the advanced water treatment on site of these plants the water downstream is actually 
healthier then the water upstream from these plants, on a side note some of the best trout fishing in Armstrong county is just 
downstream from Keystone generating station. I am asking the commission to review this regulation independent of politics, 
agendas or any other outside influence and consider the negative impacts to everyone in PA along with the fact the resulting 
change in emissions will only result in higher emissions from other states and help us keep Pennsylvania strong by retaining our 
title as an energy exporter and revenue importer. I appreciate being given the opportunity to address this matter. Aric Baker 
Senior Business Representative IBEW Local 459 Continuous Emmisions Monitoring Technician Keystone Generating (724)541-
8166 

Sincerely,  
Aric Baker 

 


